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The Future, Revealed

Analysts to Illuminate Oncoming Tech
Challenges, Opportunities for Insurers
By David Port

T

he fundamental challenge for insurers and their IT
departments is keeping up in a world where, according
to Matthew Josefowicz, Managing Director at Novarica,
“the only constant is change.”
Keeping pace with technological change means spotting
trends early, before they merge with the mainstream,
says Josefowicz. Companies that can’t consistently
do so will ultimately find themselves at a competitive
disadvantage, whether they’re in the property-casualty
or the life-annuity side of the insurance business.
“Insurers have to stop skating to where the puck is,” he
explains, using an ice hockey reference, “and instead
skate to where they believe the puck is going to be.”
Where’s the proverbial puck heading for the insurance
industry? What key trends in technology, agile
development, product development and elsewhere
should insurers and their IT departments be watching in
order to stay a step ahead strategically and operationally?
Those questions will be the focus of a panel discussion
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among Josefowicz and fellow analysts Kimberly
Harris-Ferrante, vice president at Gartner
Research, and Mike Fitzgerald, senior analyst
at Celent. The session, “Certain Strategies for an Uncertain
Future,” is scheduled for Thursday afternoon, starting at 2:15
p.m., at this year’s forum in Orlando.
Their views and outlooks on specific issues may differ, but
the three analysts are united in a desire to help insurers
trend-spot to stay competitive. “Our goal is to help separate
hype from reality to determine what’s really important to
their business,” says Josefowicz.

Our goal is to help separate hype
from reality to determine what’s
really important to their business.

— Matthew Josefowicz, Managing Director, Novarica

“We’re trying to think one or two steps ahead about issues
people might not be considering yet,” adds Harris-Ferrante.
“What are the challenges that will keep CEOs and CIOs up at
night, not only today but in the future?”

Out With the Old
The future is now, particularly in the area of customer-facing
technologies, says Fitzgerald. “Tomorrow is really here
today, and it’s all around technologies that are changing the
customer experience.”
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The huge leaps made in information accessibility in recent
years with the rise of social media and other technologies
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have heightened the expectations of insurance
consumers, according to Josefowicz. “The bar has been
raised dramatically as far as customer expectations
about access to information.”
Yet there’s a gap between expectation and reality, he
says. “A lot of companies are still operating within a 20th
Century framework. They need to adapt.”
“Thirty- and 40-year-old legacy and core systems just
aren’t going to cut it,” echoes Fitzgerald. “These systems
have to be brought up to snuff, which is a costly process
and one that is prone to failure.”
The irony is that the insurance industry was once on the
technological vanguard, as one of the first industries to
embrace automation, he notes. Now, certain segments
of the industry are followers, not leaders, on the
technology front.
The most successful insurers will be those with the
tech systems in place to harness the power of data and
analytics. It’s about being equipped to compete in the
“big data” arms race, says Fitzgerald. “The data is there.
It’s available. [Insurance companies] have to get better
at analyzing it. They need fairly sophisticated analytics
tools and they need to know how to use them.”
The impact of technology also will be felt increasingly on
the product side, where telematics systems, for example,
are giving rise to new automotive policy configurations
based on driving habits, Fitzgerald says. “How long until
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TO MAKE IT ACTIONABLE, YOU NEED TO SEE ALL THE DATA. To truly have insight
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View brings you a unified view of data from disparate systems across the enterprise to
enable better workflow and decision making.
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The Future, Revealed

Analysts to Illuminate Oncoming Tech Challenges,
Opportunities for Insurers
4Continued from Page 1
your chief underwriting officer comes into your office and
says, ‘We need a telematics-based product to compete?’
Technology can change a business model.”

metrics that most accurately measure the total cost of
ownership for the systems they’re using or considering
implementing.

The same goes for the leaders of IT departments, who
need to consider new ways to bring value to their
organizations, whether through strategic partnerships,
Technology will play a major role in how well insurers
creative and more efficient
adapt to a new customeruse of off-premises resources
centric business model, one
(outsourcing) and other
How long until your chief
that’s shaped largely by the
tactics, according to Harrisconsuming public’s desire for
underwriting officer comes
Ferrante.
products and solutions that
into your office and says,
“feel close to them, that offer
Amid the ever-changing tech
‘We need a telematics-based
a more personalized purchase
landscape, prioritizing projects
experience,” explains Harrisproduct to compete?’
and resources will persist as a
Ferrante. Customers want
— Mike Fitzgerald, senior analyst, Celent
huge challenge, particularly
to be able to go online and
for IT leaders seeking buy-in
personalize the insurance products they purchase, much
from above to carry out their vision, adds Fitzgerald. “You
like they would do in purchasing a pair of sneakers, by
have to choose your spots to influence leaders of the
choosing color combinations, etc.
company who maybe aren’t accustomed to making big
technology bets.”
The new customer-centric model presents opportunity for
insurers of all types, not just the majors, she says. “Right
now we have a market that’s dominated by big companies.
But in the next 10 years, I could see a reversal of that, where These are just some of the front-burner issues the three
companies that aren’t as large make major gains because analysts are apt to discuss during their Thursday session.
their brand delivers the personalized approach consumers
Regardless of the size of your company, and regardless of
want in purchasing insurance products.”
how far advanced your organization is on the technology
Mobility already is emerging as a key element of the curve, the panel is sure to provide eye-opening moments
customer-centric model. Consumers increasingly are — and valuable strategic and tactical take-aways, says
demanding access to mobile solutions for conducting Harris-Ferrante. “We will be discussing issues that apply to
all companies, not just the biggest ones. These are issues
business with insurers, Fitzgerald observes.
that matter to the entire industry.” l
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Strategic Thinking

WEDNESDAY HIGHLIGHTS

Success with the customer-centric business model will
hinge on an insurer’s ability to align business and IT
strategies at the highest level, says Harris-Ferrante. That
means stretching the scope and horizon of IT strategizing
beyond 12 months or three years. “You are going to have
to build multi-year strategies around multi-year [systems]
investments.” Such an approach will put a premium on
agility and business process management.
It also will put a premium on strong, visionary leadership,
according to Harris-Ferrante. To keep pace on the
technology front, organizational leaders — CEOs, CIOs,
CFOs and the like — must be ready to embrace new
processes, new systems, new staffing models, new
leadership tactics and new thinking, perhaps by bringing
in people from outside the insurance industry to gain a
different perspective. They also will need to identify and
use the most effective change-management metrics
in evaluating their tech investments, emphasizing
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Platinum Sponsor Sessions

Want to know more about how analytics can
transform your business? How about the next
generation of customer service strategies, or
smart enterprise processes that can save millions?
You’ll find all that and more in Wednesday’s
Platinum Sponsor Sessions. Check your program
for details.

Reception & Demo Theaters

Visit the Exhibit Hall for the evening reception
starting at 5 p.m. to catch the latest products and
services in action at our Demo Theater.

After-Hours Transportation

Pointe Orlando is the place to be for dinner and
nightlife, and our free shuttles, sponsored by
Oracle, will take you there. Buses depart from
the Shingle Creek Convention Center regularly
beginning at 7 p.m. tonight, with return shuttles
running until 11 p.m.
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Agile as an Agent of Change

Morning Session Highlights Innovations by MassMutual
to Enhance the Customer Experience
By Michael Voelker

Agile development has entered the mainstream of
development approaches. However, many insurers
still struggle with how to transition from a traditional
development methodology and achieve success with
agile.

We were able to scale agile
development from a pilot project
involving 13 people to a model with
over 100 people involved and eight
to 10 teams running at any one time.

— Christine Gendron, MassMutual Assistant Vice President

results, you pay for it in
the long run with reduced
flexibility and increased costs.
Our enterprise integration
strategy around ACORDstandard SOA services and
using the ACORD standard
data model has been directly
tied to achieving our business
goals.”

MassMutual Assistant Vice President Christine Gendron
and Liam Tuohey, the company’s systems director, will
share the success of the insurer’s agile development
process in a strategic initiative around the customer
experience. Although Mass Mutual’s project is massive
in scope, involving the consolidation of several core
customer servicing applications into a single customer
experience servicing platform (CESP), Gendron and
Tuohey will highlight how starting small with agile helped
MassMutual achieve big results.

Overcoming Obstacles

“We were able to scale agile development from a pilot
project involving 13 people to a model with over 100
people involved and eight to 10 teams running at any one
time,” says Gendron.

“Agile had limited use in MassMutual before our project,
so we needed to prove to the business that it was the
right method to adopt for the CESP project,” Gendron says.
“We took a risk, but we showed that it would work in the
pilot project and by demonstrating that it would deliver
business value right out of the gates.”

No massive systems undertaking comes without its
challenges, particularly when it also involves a change in
development methodology, as MassMutual’s has. Gendron
and Tuohey’s presentation will detail obstacles the agile
team faced and how they were managed, including the
challenge of convincing business that agile was the right
strategy in which to invest.

The Wednesday morning session will explore the specific
strategies Mass Mutual used, including scaling to an
Unlike development methods such as waterfall, where one
enterprise scrum model, creating training processes
stage of development has to be
needed to instantiate
completed before moving on to the
an agile mindset
next, agile allows for incremental
Our enterprise integration
among developer
of system functionality.
staff, and developing
strategy around ACORD-standard rollout
This
iterative
development
a reusable “readiness
SOA services and using the
provides a continuous feedback
model.”
ACORD standard data model has loop between business and IT that
keeps the project on track.
Reusability has been
been
directly
tied
to
achieving
key to MassMutual’s
success with the
our business goals. — Christine Gendron
“We’ve been able to put new
CESP project, and
features in front of customer
Gendron and Tuohey
service reps every few weeks so
will highlight how reusable SOA services incorporating
they can see exactly what they are getting and whether
ACORD standards have been essential components of its
or not it meets their business needs. We then incorporate
agile development approach.
that input into a real-time release,” says Tuohey.
“There is no point-to-point integration in the CESP
initiative, which was a big change in our way of thinking,”
Gendron explains. “Even though it might feel like pointto-point is the quickest way to achieve your integration

In addition to detailing the impacts agile has had on the
CESP project, Gendron and Tuohey will also discuss the
impact CESP has had on business at MassMutual.
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Next Steps
To date, MassMutual has deployed the CESP solution for
its call center, and a producer self-service component
is in the process of being rolled out. The two remaining
pieces of the project are direct customer self-service and
complex transaction processing.
“Our main objective in every rollout of the CESP project
is to create an experience that delights the customer,”
Gendron says.

Unlike development methods
such as waterfall, where one
stage of development has to
be completed before moving
on to the next, agile allows for
incremental rollout of system
functionality.
For attendees, the session provides the opportunity to
take away knowledge that they can use immediately in
their organization: how to apply technology, standards,
and iterative development methodologies to deliver an
easily maintainable solution.
“For MassMutual, agile methodology and service
development were new and challenging. The same is true
at many companies across the industry,” Gendron says.
“We hope that people can learn from the challenges we
addressed and the processes we’ve put in place to achieve
success with agile in their own organizations.” l

We’ve been able to put new
features in front of customer
service reps every few weeks so
they can see exactly what they
are getting and whether or not it
meets their business needs. We
then incorporate that input into a
real-time release.

— Liam Tuohey, MassMutual Systems Director
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It’s never too late.
An insurance carrier’s
development team
believed their new policy
admin system was 100%
ready for roll-out.

On the to-do list:
Ŕ
Ŕ
Ŕ
Ŕ

The typical response in a
traditional policy admin system?
Scrap the entire user interface and start over,
wasting months of time and millions of dollars.

Unfortunately, the user-focus
committee disagreed.

Time to rebuild an entirely new
user interface with PolicyWriter?

As focus groups often do, they had “a few
changes” to the user interface—enough to
require a complete overhaul of the outwardfacing system.

Four weeks.
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T
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To learn more and
watch the video, scan
this code or visit us at
adaptik.com/nevertoolate

Modern Technology Deﬁned.
Rosen Shingle Creek

Reconﬁrm requirements
Redesign the entire data capture process
Rebuild all input screens
Exceed focus group expectations
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An App Awakening
Whether Internally or for B-to-C, Insurers Are Busy
Developing Apps for a Wide Range of Purposes
By Claire Wilkinson

I

t seems everywhere you look, there’s an app for
that. And as technology platforms continue to evolve,
there is an increasing need for insurers to deliver mobile
solutions not only to their customers but to their own
business operations, too.
As insurers look to innovate and introduce mobile
applications for their customers or their internal
operations, it’s important for them to understand that
mobile app development can take many paths.
Experiences in developing three of the leading
technology architectures will be shared in a session titled
“Mobile Applications for Service Delivery Professionals”
at this year’s ACORD LOMA Insurance Systems Forum in
Orlando.

Led by Nick Xidis, Director, IT Applications, at business
process outsource provider SE2, the session will compare
and contrast the different mobile app development
paths, look at key lessons learned and recommend
technology paths based on the type of mobile
application being deployed.

An Active Frontier
According to Xidis, insurance carriers to this point have
been quite active in creating and developing mobile
app technology in the business-to-customer space.
For example, in the property/casualty insurance arena,
mobile apps have been developed that let policyholders
create an inventory of their home and possessions, or
take and upload pictures of property damage if they are
in a car accident or a hurricane.
Life insurers have also been active in the business-tocustomer space, developing apps that show annuity
policyholders the value of their insurance contracts.
However, where insurance carriers have not been as
active is in using mobile technologies in their internal
operations. This is where Xidis believes they should be
focusing more of their energy.

He explains: “To date there has not been a lot of servicing
of internal service professionals using mobile devices and
this is something that needs to be considered. This is a real
opportunity for insurance carriers. ”

Architectural Options

Sharing the experience of SE2, which was spun off by life
insurance carrier Security Benefit Corp (SBC) in 2005 and
deployed a mobile application for their service operations
professionals, Xidis says the session will provide an overview of
three leading technology architectures: native development,
middleware application development environments and
HTML5-based web technologies.
Each of these technology architectures has its pros and cons.
The native environment uses Apple and Android operating
systems, allowing developers to write applications for
iPhone, iPad and Android devices. According to Xidis, one
key advantage of native development is that application and
web developers are quickly able to master the technologies.
Another advantage of the native approach is the tremendous
distribution mechanism and reach that the Apple and Android
operating systems provide.
However, Xidis also notes that there can be device-specific
problems because developers have to write apps that
look correct on different devices. Individual hardware
manufacturers also have ultimate control of the distribution
mechanism, making it difficult to forecast a specific delivery
date for an app.
“Our conclusion is that native apps are best for customer
applications where the app store distribution helps an
insurance carrier reach new or existing markets. If you are
trying to reach the end consumer, Apple/Android helps you
reach them,” Xidis says.
In contrast, the middleware effort uses vendor software
that provides a preestablished development
environment. Compared
to the native environment,
the learning curve was
about the same or
better for application
developers.

Our conclusion is that native apps
are best for customer applications
where the app store distribution
helps an insurance carrier reach
new or existing markets.

However, Xidis notes
that while the public

— Nick Xidis, Director, IT Applications, SE

2
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The few disadvantages
of HTML5 make it a
compelling choice for
mobile app development.
distribution was easier with the middleware effort, initial
setup and business arrangements may be a challenge.
He concludes that mobile middleware is the answer if a
little easier learning curve makes economic sense.
The third leading technology architecture is HTML5.
This approach leverages development skills and webbased architecture that already exists in the technical
area, so the functionality is very close to the native
environment.
According to Xidis, a key advantage of HTML5 is that
it eliminates the need for a third party, giving the
company complete control over the distribution of the
software. In fact, the few disadvantages of HTML5 make
it a compelling choice for mobile app development.
“Most companies have the talent on hand and
infrastructure to deliver web-type applications already.
For enterprise applications in environments without a
lot of legacy, this channel makes most sense,” Xidis says.
Looking ahead, Xidis predicts there will be growing use
of mobile technologies in the internal operations of
insurance carriers, for example, in transaction processing
at call centers.
Developing mobile app tools that improve the health
of the technology platform and that deliver financial
metrics on how insurance products are performing
are two other potential growth areas for the insurance
industry.
The session “Mobile Applications for Service Delivery
Professionals” will take place at 9:45 a.m. on Thursday,
May 17. l
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Data and Analytics in Insurance: The Dawn of a New Era

Survey Findings Tell a Compelling Story About the Evolving Use of Analytics
By Mark Breading

D

ata and analytics have a long history of taking
center stage in the business of insurance. Today, they
are playing an increasingly important role as major
factors in competitive differentiation.

Spending for Analytics

Spending on data and analytics tends to fall into three
areas: data acquisition, data management, and analytics.
Insurers acquire most of their data via interactions
with producers and customers, as part of normal
There is a seismic shift underway, one business transactions, but insurers are increasingly
purchasing data from external parties and retrieving
that affects what, how, and where the
data from publically available sources. Analytics tools
industry leverages data and analytics.
are typically based on purchased software or custom
built systems and models.

While insurers have been collecting and analyzing data
since the early days, the industry is now at the dawn of a
new era, with data and analytics at the heart of industry
transformation. A recent SMA survey of 165 insurers,
conducted in conjunction with ACORD, explored both
the current state and future plans for data and analytics
in the industry by line of business and by business
capability area. There is a seismic shift underway, one
that affects what, how, and where the industry leverages
data and analytics. This research will be the subject of a
session on Thursday, May 17, from 1:30 – 2:00 p.m. in the
demo area of the exhibit floor.

Today a great deal of the spending for data and analytics
occurs outside of the IT budget. The average insurer spends
approximately 9% of its IT budget on data and analytics. In
addition, almost half of all insurers (47%) spend at least that
much or more outside the IT budget.

Solutions for Analytics

Analytics is a broad discipline that has spawned a wide variety
of approaches and tools. In its simplest form, reporting and

Finally, big data solutions are beginning to emerge.
They enable insurers to sift through massive amounts
of data from many sources to identify trends and
behaviors that can lead to competitive actions
in faster and more cost effective ways than were
previously possible.

The Source for Analytics

In order to gain these unique, actionable insights,
insurers must first be able to acquire, manage, and
enhance their data. The acquisition and management
of data is often viewed as mundane, as part of the
enterprise plumbing. Fortunately, many senior
insurance executives now recognize the importance
of data and encourage a culture that values complete,
accurate, timely, and relevant data. Modern analytics
capabilities are indeed impressive. They are ushering
in a new era for the insurance industry, and insurers
must recognize, value, and manage the fundamental
source of this new potential, the data itself. l

Figure 1. Analytics Project Priorities

--

The Scope of Analytics
Analytics in insurance have traditionally been anchored
around risk, including actuarial analysis, pricing, and
risk assessment. The most sophisticated models and
the analytics “quants” of the insurance industry are
found in these areas (as well as in financial/investment
modeling). Insurers are using highly sophisticated
and complex models for product design, competitive
pricing, catastrophe models, and reserving. Increasingly,
the insights from these models are being embedded in
automated rules engines that are being used to make
underwriting decisions.
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Risk will remain at the center of analytics usage in
insurance, but new areas of focus are honing in on
customers. Five of the top six areas where analytics
pilots are currently underway or in an evaluation stage
are aimed at gaining a better understanding of the
customer and improving customer relationships (see the
figure). The top three project areas now being evaluated
or piloted are single view of the customer (42%), social
media analytics (39%), and CRM analytics (33%). The next
three are enterprise risk management (ERM), customer
segmentation, and campaign management. Only one,
ERM, is risk-oriented; the rest are customer-oriented.
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Source: SMA Research, Data and Analytics 2012, n=165
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business intelligence solutions provide base-level analytics.
They provide views of historical and current data that insurance
professionals analyze to support their decisions.
Executive dashboards and scorecards provide performance
snapshots for key business metrics and provide the ability
to drill down to more detail for further analysis. Advanced
analytics, such as predictive modeling, data mining, and text
analytics, automate the search for patterns, insights, and
triggers that are applied to future situations.
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About the Author

Mark Breading, a partner at SMA, is a recognized
expert in advanced technologies and their
implications for the insurance industry. He has
unique insight into technologies and solutions
that provide value across the insurance
enterprise, including data and analytics, customer
communications, enterprise content management,
and mobile technologies. He can be reached at
mbreading@strategymeetsaction.com.
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Underwriting Automation
What Are Life Insurers
Getting for Their Huge
Investment in New
Technologies?

A

By Bonnie Cavanaugh

s is usually the case when talk turns to massive
dollar amounts, the specifics about where, why and
how much life insurers are spending on automated
underwriting systems promise to spark a lively
discussion at this year’s forum.

Automation is a big move for the life industry, which
technologically “lags behind” the property/casualty
industry, especially in personal laptop use, she says.
P/C agents are “far more advanced” and can easily go
online and get a quote from anyone.”

of all E-applications come in “100% in order,” she says.
So instead of handwriting an application, faxing it to
the home office, and having someone else key it in,
a producer would simply write the application once,
and immediately file it into the system.

Yet in some areas, like term life, producers are
already creating portals
and making automatic
decisions, and submitting
electronically based
information from
lab reports. All the
documentation to the
underwriters comes in
electronically, including
correspondence with
brokers/sellers and
medical records. “Tests
and lab work can actually
come in electronically
now, and come right into
— Deb Smallwood, Strategy Meets Action
that folder,” she says.

“One of the keys to technology is for agents to enter
that information one time and continually reuse that
information,” Smallwood says. Yet some 40% of life
agents complain that with STP, they are continually
re-entering information. “To make the process
clean and smooth you have to be able to make that
E-application.”

The growing field of underwriting automation in the
life industry is “hot,” says
Deb Smallwood, founder
of Strategy Meets
Action, her Bostonbased consulting firm.
Smallwood will lead
the Wednesday session,
“Blueprint for Success:
Life and Annuity Process
Re-engineering Through
Technology Innovation.”

Automation is a
big move for the
life industry, which
technologically
lags behind the
property/casualty
industry, especially in personal
laptop use

Expect to hear
Smallwood detail
where life insurers are
focusing their spending
on underwriting
automation, how that
spend has been increasing, and what capabilities are
required to move forward. Co-host Jerry Whetnall,
director of the product development insurance
division for technology provider StoneRiver Inc.
of Oakland, Calif., will break down the usable
technologies and detail the solutions that life insurers
should be seeking. Technology client and IT executive
Curt Zeck of Royal Neighbors of America in Rock
Island, Ill., will close the session with a case study of his
firm’s experience, detailing their implementation of
new life technologies and their successes.
Smallwood says she plans to cover the full spectrum
of the automated system, including straight-throughprocessing (STP), or what some underwriters call
sales-to-issue; rules engines; workflow and case
management; and automated underwriting solutions,
detailing the status quo of the life industry and the
business underwriting model. Whetnall will then
address the technology behind the pieces and their
statistical value — covering the value of each of those
pieces, including steps in the STP process — and the
value of making financial analysis a part of the sales
process, she says.

“This is a hot area and a
hot spend,” Smallwood says. “This is a high-spend area
for life insurers. There’s lot of momentum. They really
need to come and see what the trends are, what the
options are, and what the spends are.”
This session is vital for chief information officers, IT
leaders in application development, and new business
folks who all need to know what’s happening in this
burgeoning area, she says. Some life insurers already
using automated claims filing systems are finding they
equally distributes the workflow among underwriters,
she says.

Most life companies should already have the basic
technology platforms in place to upgrade their

This is a high-spend area
for life insurers. There’s lot of
momentum. They really need
to come and see what the
trends are, what the options
are, and what the spends are.
systems and go to all-electronic submissions and
communications. “They all have policy advent systems,
and this fits above it,” Smallwood says. “These are new
capabilities that the core systems just don’t have.”

Automation also improves quality and time-to-market,
so consumers will be able to get their life policies
underwritten faster, she says. “Rather than waiting
a month, it could be a week or potentially, days. The
whole sales cycle will shrink.”

Historically, the underwriting process for life policies
has been “pretty manual,” with manual folders, paper
submissions of applications, and only “small pockets”
of automation and technology, traditionally at the
back end of the policy system, Smallwood says.
Modern advances in technologies can make all of
that automated at some level; the paperwork, not the
actual work.

Electronic filing will also help prevent simple
mistakes. “With automation comes more accuracy,”
Smallwood says. Some 75% of all handwritten, paper
applications come in “not in good order,” while 75%

“The underwriter is still making the decision; it’s not
[about] automating the decision-making process,” she
says. “Just creating electronic folders and automatic
admissions.” l
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A Sea Change.
Insure the Success of Your ACORD Implementations
With the Tried and Proven XCS eiConsole for ACORD
ACORD Members: Download One Free License* at www.acord.org
Non-Members: Download a 90 Day Free Trial
The XCS eiConsole for ACORD is a graphical IDE that helps you develop, validate, and test ACORD
interfaces at record speed. Over 50 Carriers, third party providers, and distributors have relied on the
XCS eiConsole to enable the successful implementation of the ACORD Standard and have realized an
astounding ROI. And now, the XCS eiConsole for ACORD supports even more insurance and ACORDspecific requirements with a suite of productivity features including:
UÊÊÊStep-by-step instructions for building and testing an ACORD message.
UÊÊ Pre-built templates for ACORD LAH and PCS transactions.
UÊÊ ÊVv}ÕÀ>LiÊValidation Processor for schema validation, Schematron, and complex business rules.
UÊÊ Êº«Ì]ÊVV]Ê`À>}]Ê>`Ê`À«»Êgraphical Data Mapper for building complex XSLT data transformations.
UÊÊ A Schema ManagerÊÜÌ Ê ", V«>ÌÊ`iÊiÝÌiÃÃÊ>`Ê«Ì>`VVÊÃV i>ÊºÃV}».
UÊÊ ÊÌi}À>Ìi`Êi`Ìi`Êinterface testing capability including connectivity to trading partners and more.

Download Your Free License*
or Your 90 Day Free Trial and
Test the Waters Today!
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the XCS eiConsole fnor ACORD!

M

can build pWotots Todaype interfaces and test
them end-to-end including connectivity
to the Source and Target systems. There
is also an XCS eiPlatform Emulator
built into the XCS eiConsole that
will let the user simulate running
multiple interfaces and complex
workflows in production.
Dive in today and give it a try!
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Demos Every 10 Minutes at Booth #303
ACORD LOMA Insurance Systems Forum

To learn more and download your
free license* visit: www.acord.org then
IMPLEMENTATION > THIRD PARTY TOOLS or
download your free trial at our web site

www.PilotFishTechnology.com / 860.632.9900 x511
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Taking Technology By the Horns
Legacy Insurance Developers Adapt to a New Technology World, Before It’s Too Late
By Michael Voelker

I

nsurers looking to upgrade legacy systems to modern
platforms are faced with the dilemma of whether to
bring in developers familiar with new technologies and
teach them insurance, or to utilize legacy developers
and teach them a new development environment.

“It can be a humbling experience,”
he recalls. “You are essentially
starting over. One minute, you’re the
person everyone comes to with questions; the next minute,
you don’t even understand the terminology being used.”

When Great American Insurance Group looked to
revamp its policy admin system, the company wanted
to leverage its legacy development staff. “We firmly
believed we needed to utilize the expertise we had,”
explains Donald Maddox. “Even though the technology

That’s where Great American’s training and mentoring
programs came into play. The programs — which will be
detailed in the session — not only helped legacy developers
learn new methodology, but also allowed them to realize how
their wealth of systems development experience could be
applied to modern platforms.

The biggest obstacle in
transitioning from a legacy
environment isn’t technology,
it’s your organization.
— Donald Maddox, technical architect, ACORD.

may have changed, when you have people with
15, 20 years of insurance and insurance technology
background, they are extremely valuable to any
project.”
Maddox, formerly a software developer at Great
American and currently technical architect at ACORD,
teams up with Greg Webster, lead application analyst
and developer at Great American, in this morning’s
session on “Legacy Insurance Developers in a New
Technology World.” Their presentation details how
Great American successfully transitioned its mainframe
development staff to a web development environment
in order to deliver a J2EE policy admin system based on
a service-oriented architecture and to support other
internal Java-based systems.
“We’ve replaced our entire infrastructure, moving from
a mainframe COBOL environment,” Webster says.

Real-World Insight
The session is designed to appeal to a wide audience.
“What we learned in the transition process is relevant
to managers, senior level developers who have a
background in mainframe systems, and to people who
are experienced in new technologies as well,” Maddox
explains.
Webster brings to the session a first-hand view of a
developer going through the transition process.

“At a fundamental level, core
insurance systems are designed to
support the same processes and
functionality developers already
know. You need to help developers
translate that knowledge into new
terminology and methodology,”
Maddox says. “The biggest obstacle
in transitioning from a legacy
environment isn’t technology, it’s
your organization.”

Working Through Challenges
For Great American, the biggest organizational challenge was
caused by turning the knowledge hierarchy upside-down.
“There were ‘people problems,’” Maddox explains. “You
suddenly had people knowledgeable about new technologies
but without a lot of experience at the company who were
responsible for training
and mentoring developers
with a decade or more
of experience. We had to
work hard to build trust
and establish effective
teams comprised of people
with different styles of
development,
different
backgrounds, and different
expertise.”
“You need to put the
right people in mentoring
roles,” Webster says. “You need to understand that when you
transition a development staff, it’s not just about imparting
new knowledge. It’s about nurturing respect among all the
people involved.”
Maddox says that recognizing the talents of legacy
development staff can go a long way toward addressing team
friction. “It can be a real challenge for managers not to overlook
legacy developers with a tremendous amount of knowledge
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simply because
they are unfamiliar
with new platforms,” he
says. “If you have someone who
understands the insurance system end to end, that’s the
type of person you need to seek out and recognize.”
At the same time, insurers need to understand there is
a learning curve involved. “Right after the transition, I
wasn’t producing as much code as before, even though
my work ethic didn’t change,” says Webster. “You do
need to be patient with your staff as they get up to
speed with new programming.”

The Bottom Line

Maddox hopes that attendees leave with a recognition
that for developers, things haven’t changed as
much as they might sometimes seem. In one of the
session’s most powerful demonstrations, he shows an
architectural diagram of Great American’s J2EE, n-tiered
architecture that utilizes web services. Next to that is
another diagram of what the COBOL, CICS mainframe
architecture had looked like.
“The point is, they are relatively the same,” he says.
“We’ve just changed some of the terminology, colors,
and functionality.”
Another key take-away from the session is a detailed
outline of the training Great American set up for its
legacy developer staff. “We provide information on how
we conducted the class, what we learned, and how we
made it better over time,” says Maddox.

You are essentially starting over.
One minute, you’re the person
everyone comes to with questions;
the next minute, you don’t even
understand the terminology being
used.
— Greg Webster, lead application analyst and developer, Great American

“We hope that people leave with the knowledge that
they can successfully migrate to new technologies by
transitioning their legacy development staff,” Webster
adds. “Most companies have a wealth of developer
resources they’ve spent years training on their unique
processes. They need to take advantage of that
expertise.” l
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ID Federation Readies Fix

Previewing the Seamless User ID Standard
That’s Set to Roll Out in 2013
By Dave Lenckus

For producers and insurers struggling with
the system connectivity challenges inherent
in electronically transacting business with one
another, a standard user identification process that
would eliminate the need for producers to maintain
insurer-specific passwords is nearly ready for prime
time, say those involved in the project.
Representatives for two main architects of the
non-profit project known as the ID Federation are
scheduled to review its status Tuesday at an ACORD
LOMA Insurance Systems Forum session beginning
at 2 p.m. The project is funded by, among others,
several insurers and agency management system
vendors.
The session ought to be on
the short-list of must-attend
forum presentations for any
property/casualty or life/
health/annuity producer
and insurer “trying to solve
connectivity issues,” says
Cal Durland, director of
member services at ACORD.

With every insurer having a
different system for policy
issuance, billing, claims handling,
and its commercial and personal
lines business, producers might
need two or more passwords
each for every insurer with which
they place business, observes
Doug Johnston, vice president
Doug Johnston,
for partner relations and product Applied Systems, Inc.
innovations at Applied Systems,
Inc., in University Park, Ill. Applied,
which provides agency management systems to 40%
of U.S. insurance agents, is a key architect of the ID
Federation standard, and Johnston is a scheduled speaker
at the ACORD LOMA session on the standard.

would create in insurance system connectivity
would be very similar to a change in personal
connectivity over the past decade or so.
Before the advent of cell phones, individuals would
have to change their home phone numbers just
about any time they moved. With cell phones,
however, individuals can keep their phone numbers
even after relocating across country. That is because
a mobile number is linked to an individual, rather
than to the original location where the individual
first obtained cell service.
The same premise underpins the ID Federation
standard. Each agent would be individually
credentialed, and that information then would be
loaded into
the producer’s
agency
management
system. The
agent would
need a single
password to
activate the
agency system process that allows the producer to
connect with insurers.

The standard also is expected
to ultimately lead to a more
user-friendly online policymanagement experience for
insurance buyers.

Cal Durland,
ACORD

The standard also is expected
to ultimately lead to a more user-friendly online
policy-management experience for insurance
buyers.
Despite the importance of a system-connectivity
standard for the insurance industry, relatively few
producers and insurers know about it, Durland says.
Noting that the standard has been developed over
only the past half-year or so, Durland observes: “This
thing kind of moved fast, but people aren’t aware of
the activity yet.”
Producers and insurers, however, are all too familiar
with the security issues involved when producers
need to access insurers’ computer systems. Right
now, a main element of the security for those
systems hinges on the password any individual
producer needs to access them.

Unlike before, the agent would
need only that single password
to connect with any insurer with
which the producer is doing
business.

Noting that Applied Systems’ agency
clients have 12 employees on average,
there are between 30 and 50 insurance
system passwords in use at every one of
those agencies, according to Johnston.
Plus, he says, insurers require producers to
change their passwords intermittently for
security purposes, so a few agents in any
agency likely are updating their passwords every day.

Some agencies need a full-time staffer to manage all of
the passwords in use at the agency, he adds.
And, ironically, the proliferation
of passwords in use at an
agency poses a huge security
risk, says John Morrow, a senior
vice president for corporate
development and legal affairs
at Vertafore Inc. in Bothell,
Wash. The agency management
system vendor is another ID
Federation architect. Indeed,
John Morrow,
Morrow observes, the passwords Vetafore Inc.
“become completely insecure.”
Agents cannot remember the dozens of passwords and to
which systems the passwords grant access, Morrow said.
So agents write down the passwords, and “the paper is
slipped under the keyboard.”
That’s the first place information thieves look for
passwords, according to cyber security experts.
The ID Federation standard would change all of that.
In one important way, the change that the standard
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But unlike before, the agent would need only that
single password to connect with any insurer with
which the producer is doing business. Software built
into the agency system — at no cost to the agency —
would take care of ensuring that each insurer system
understands that the agent has clearance to access
that system.
While the standard, which is ready for beta testing,
is expected to be rolled out for wide use early next
year, the concept clearly is practical and workable,
according to Durland, Johnston, and Morrow. The
concept already is in use in various industries,
including the insurance industry. Indeed, the root of
the ID Federation is the agent credentialing process
that The Hartford and BB&T Insurance Services crafted
a few years ago for BB&T producers, Durland said.
Jim Rogers, assistant vice president-distribution
technology at The Hartford, is scheduled to speak at
the session on the ID Federation, as well.
Additional information on the standard and how to
join the federation is available at http://
idfederation.com. l
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Plan for the Future of Insurance.
Prepare with Innovation Solutions.
Create Success with Exceptional Results.

S

uccess today does not imply success tomorrow, and you know well that planning for tomorrow can be a
difficult task. How do you prepare for the future of insurance while maintaining operations, systems and
processes based on a legacy paradigm? Thinking strategically about what the future may hold is key.



Plan for the Future

 Transform your business
model
 Reconsider term renewal and
upgrades of existing systems
 Launch new brands

 Expand to new markets
 Expand distribution channels
 Introduce innovative products
 Move to Quasi-Virtual Model

 Reposition service as a market
differentiator
 Replace legacy core systems



Prepare with
Innovation
Solutions

 Best-of-breed suite with
rich insurance functionality
across the entire value chain,
inclusive of internal and
external business capabilities
 Robust, common business
and technical architecture
underpinned by the “Rule of
One”

 Data mastery foundation with
BI, analytics, data warehouse,
ETL and data conversion
 Full audit-ability of all changes
for compliance and risk
management
 Upgradeability ease and
speed

 Innovative, non-standard
pricing models beyond
traditional term licenses
 Unique shared risk/reward
implementation model
 Flexible, proof-ready delivery
models including on-premise,
ASP, SaaS, BPO and Cloud

Create Success
with Exceptional
Results

 3 months to launch insurance
specific analytics and
dashboards
 12 weeks to launch a new
product in a new market
 6 months to launch an
existing auto and home
product portfolio

 Conversion of 2.4 million
policies and history with 100%
accuracy
 Multi-country implementation
of claims across 11 countries
 ROI in a single month for
analytics
 SaaS / BPO implementation

for 100+ insurers
 Productivity improvement of
more than 40%
 10% LAE improvement with
BPO Services
 Cloud deployment on
PureSystems in minutes
versus days

As you plan and prepare
for the future, what areas
are critical to consider?

“Innovation” is in our
DNA, helping insurers
break their legacy
paradigm with:



Innovation Group clients
are preparing for the
future with these results:

Customer Base 2011

Breadth of Functionality 2011

20

12

CELENT Customer Base CELENT
2011
Breadth of Functionality
2011Advanced Technology 2011
CELENT
Advanced Technology 2011

Reader Recognition of Visionaries
In Business and Technology Solutions

banshee

The future of insurance is unfolding … Prepare with Innovation Insurer. Built for change, Today and Tomorrow!
#futureofinsurance
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76 Batterson Park Road
Farmington, CT 06032
United States

Visit Innovation Group
in the ACORD-LOMA exhibit
hall in booth #1010, and find
out how you can be a part of
Innovation Group’s Future of
Insurance Initiative and take
part in the industry
scavenger hunt!

t: 860.674.2900
f: 860.674.1059
e: info@us.innovation-group.com
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Speed to BusinessValue
with the

power of

Dragon

Flexible and Extensible Policy Management, Billing and Rating Solutions

͞dŚĞ ƌĂŐŽŶ ĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ ƚŚĞ ŇĞǆŝďŝůŝƚǇ ƚŽ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ ƚŚĞ
ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐĞƚǁĞŶĞĞĚĞĚ͕ĂŶĚĨĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚĞĚƚŚĞĐŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶŽĨϮϬǇĞĂƌƐ
ŽĨďŽŶĚĚĂƚĂĨƌŽŵƚǁŽƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ͘tŝƚŚƚŚĞƌĂŐŽŶĞƐŝŐŶĞƌƚŽŽůŬŝƚ͕
ŽƵƌ ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ ĞǆƉĞƌƚƐ ĚĞĮŶĞ͕ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ͕ ĚĞƉůŽǇ ĂŶĚ ŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶ ŽƵƌ
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐƚŽĚĞůŝǀĞƌĂŶĞĂƐǇͲƚŽͲƵƐĞŽŶůŝŶĞ͕ƌĞĂůͲƟŵĞďŽŶĚƌĂƟŶŐĂŶĚ
ŝƐƐƵĂŶĐĞ ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͘ ŶĚ ƚŚĞ ƐƚŽƌǇ ĐŽŶƟŶƵĞƐ ʹ ƚŚŝƐ :ĂŶƵĂƌǇ͕ ĂƉŝƚŽů
ĂĚĚĞĚĂŶĞǁůŝŶĞŽĨďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐǁŝƚŚĂƵŶŝƋƵĞƐƵŝƚĞŽĨƵŶĚĞƌǁƌŝƟŶŐ
ĂŶĂůǇƟĐĂůĨƵŶĐƟŽŶĂůŝƚǇŝŶĂƌĞŵĂƌŬĂďůǇƐŚŽƌƚƟŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ͘͟
Troy Lethem, CIO & Vice President, Information Services
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Visit OneShield at Booth 1103 to win a Kindle Fire

